


Mr. Alchemister

10 AUG 2021

MrAlchemister

95.6%

Slots

5x5

3

Medium

16.80%

100x bet

€0.03/€99.00

16:9, Responsive

n/a

Alchemist, Laboratory, Mission, Gold, Science 

UK, MT, SE, LV, LT, EE, DK, NL, GE, IT, RO

Game name

Release date

Game ID

RTP

Category

Layout

Lines/Ways

Volatility

Hit Frequency

Max Win

Min/Max Bet

Aspect Ratio

Pay Order

Theme

Languages

Markets

A mad scientist, a hunchbacked lab 
assistant, and the machine that turns lead into 

pure gold.
Explore the all-new pipe mechanics in Mr. 

Alchemister: your goal is to connect the bets to the 
multipliers located on the edges of the machine 

with pipes. The connections are made by 6 different 
pipe symbols, and there are 15 multipliers that 

allow you to win up to x100 the bet amount.

PLAY DEMO

http://play.ladyluckgames.io/games/mralchemister
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MrAlchemister88

88.0%

Slots

5x5

3

Medium

16.80%

100x bet

€0.03/€99.00

16:9, Responsive

n/a

Alchemist, Laboratory, Mission, Gold, Science 

MT

Game name
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Aspect Ratio

Pay Order
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Languages

Markets

A mad scientist, a hunchbacked lab 
assistant, and the machine that turns lead into 

pure gold.
Explore the all-new pipe mechanics in Mr. 

Alchemister: your goal is to connect the bets to the 
multipliers located on the edges of the machine 

with pipes. The connections are made by 6 different 
pipe symbols, and there are 15 multipliers that 

allow you to win up to x100 the bet amount.



Winning combination is formed when 
a Pipe connects one of Bets to one of 
Multipliers by an uninterrupted pipe 
connection.

Pipe connections

There are 6 Pipe symbols in the 
game, and an empty symbol. Each 
of Pipe symbols connects two 
symbols edges.

Pipes



You can have the opportunity to risk it 
all and gamble to increase your wins.

Choose between betting on red or
black to double your win or go for the 
card suit bet to increase your win four 
times.

Gamble



Paytable

There are 15 different win Multipliers in the game. 

X5
X10
X15
X30
X50
X100

Default bet: €1.50



Paylines

The game is played with 3 Bets. Payouts are made 
according to the Bet amounts and Multipliers as 

described above. Wins are multiplied by the Bet value.
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